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This book takes you through the important topics of Microsoft Dynamics AX with clear explanations and practical example code. It is an easy-to-read, illustrated tutorial with plenty of step-by-step instructions for AX development projects. This book is for developers on the Microsoft platform who want to develop and customize the Dynamics AX product. The book assumes that you have some experience with developing in the Microsoft environment, but no experience of development with AX is expected.
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Codermetrics: Analytics for Improving Software TeamsO'Reilly, 2011

	Is there a rational way to measure coder skills and contributions and the way that
	software teams fit together? Could metrics help you improve coder self-awareness,
	teamwork, mentoring, and goal-setting? Could more detailed data help you make better
	hiring decisions, help make performance reviews fairer, and help your software teams...
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International Perspectives on Chicana/o StudiesRoutledge, 2013

	This volume examines how the field of Chicana/o studies has developed to become an area of interest to scholars far beyond the United States and Spain. For this reason, the volume includes contributions by a range of international scholars and takes the concept of place as a unifying paradigm. As a way of overcoming borders that are both...
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Computer Vision: A Unified, Biologically-Inspired ApproachElsevier Limited, 1992
This volume provides comprehensive, self-consistent coverage of one approach to computer vision, with many direct or implied links to human vision. The book is the result of many years of research into the limits of human visual performance and the interactions between the observer and his environment. A wide-ranging approach to computer vision is...
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The Executive MBA for Engineers and ScientistsCRC Press, 2009

	All too often, a simple lack of understanding of fundamental business concepts is enough to prevent capable scientists and engineers from receiving otherwise deserved promotions. These days, technical merit and hard work alone no longer guarantee upward mobility. For scientists and engineers with aspirations of moving up the corporate ladder...
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Best Practices for Graphic Designers, Color Works: Right Ways of Applying Color in Branding, Wayfinding, Information Design, Digital Environments and Pretty Much Everywhere ElseRockport Publishers, 2014

	
		This is the go-to guide for designers as it outlines and details the essential color design skills needed to create successful, meaningful, and aesthetically compelling designs. Along with hands-on projects, it offers unique insights into strategy and business when working in the real world with real clients. Color...
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Introduction to Probability and StatisticsDuxbury Press, 2012

	Used by hundreds of thousands of students, INTRODUCTION TO PROBABILITY AND STATISTICS, Fourteenth Edition, blends proven coverage with new innovations to ensure you gain a solid understanding of statistical concepts--and see their relevance to your everyday life. The new edition retains the text's straightforward presentation and...
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